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- Easy to manage Web solutions that stimulate your PACS
- Fully-featured Web-based remote reading
- Secure Web access for referring physicians

Budgets are tight, and as you have invested a significant amount of money, time, and energy into your current PACS infrastructure you are probably reluctant or unable to replace it, despite some important limitations. Have you noticed that you are not working as efficiently as you could be? Can you better distribute workload to maximize your available resources, and reduce your report turnaround time? Are your referrers getting the results they need quickly and easily?

Intelerad solutions allow you to revitalize your PACS with a complete set of Web-based add-on options for hospitals that need a productivity boost. Now you can support reading and reporting from any location, benefiting from a single Web-based environment, including after-hours service, without adding any additional radiologists. Further, offering Web access to images and reports to your referrers who use either a Mac® or PC will both differentiate your service and improve the delivery of patient care.

InteleFlex™ - Bringing Your Work to You

- Flexible reading and reporting for one or multiple remote acquisition sites
- Universal access to all studies and reports from a single worklist and viewer
- Comprehensive reading and reporting with integrated Breast Imaging, Quality Suite and Image Fusion modules
- Enhanced user experience, featuring customizable worklists and viewing tools
- Advanced layout protocols
- Attractive unlimited licensing model for enterprise-wide remote reading adoption
- Easy and powerful web administration tools, including user access, security management, system and performance metrics
InteleWeb™ - Fast and Complete Web Viewing for Referrers

- Secure handling of patient information with flexible user administration tools
- Feature-rich and intuitive access to images and reports
- Native 64-bit support for Mac® systems offers a high-performance viewing experience
- Fully configurable viewing layout and toolset at the user and organization levels
- Reduced system administration with automatic assigning of study access for referrers based on EMR/HIS/RIS information
- Optimal performance across all bandwidths
- Unlimited licensing model makes adding new referrers affordable and attractive
About Intelerad

You want to be efficient and provide the best patient care possible. Having grown from a university teaching hospital, we understand your challenges in today’s digital environment. We customize our solutions to meet your needs. With over 800 customer sites, Intelerad Medical Systems is a recognized leader in medical imaging PACS and workflow solutions. InteleFlex™ and InteleWeb™ rely on scalable, flexible, and fault-tolerant architecture. Intelerad solutions have a solid reputation for reliability, flexibility, and performance in complex, multi-site environments with challenging workflows.